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There are 101 pages of these cartoons. But although these cats are all famous for very different things, there’s one thing they all have in common: they are all alive. Use of the phrase in nonfinancial settings A Google Books search turns up several instances where "dead cat bounce" appears in settings that have nothing to do with stock prices.From
Tom Robbins, Fierce Invalids Home From Hot Climates (2000): In all honesty, he had to admit that the mission forced upon him by his crafty grandmother was a good deal less boring, potentially, than the mickey mouse assignment he'd been handed by Langley. "Even a dead cat will bounce if you drop him from high enough," explained a gleeful
young trader. A dead cat being used as one of those blows-air-into-the-fireplace things that I never remember the name of. 9 (31 Aug.) 64: "If dropped far enough, even a dead cat will bounce,' one aerospace analyst aid about the recent firmness in aerospace stock prices." 1990 The Advertiser {Adelaide, Australia} 8 Apr.: "One analyst said the shortlived recovery was nothing more than a technical recovery or 'dead cat bounce.' 'Even a falling dead cat will bounce, but not fr and not for long,' he said." Possibly the proverb was the basis of the financial term "dead cat bounce," even though the noun phrase appeared earlier in a column by Chris Sherwell and Wong Sulong, "Singapore Stock Market
Stages a Modest Recovery," in the Financial Times {London} 7 Dec. The sequel to his original best-seller, ‘101 Uses for a Dead Cat,’ it is a collection of understated cartoons that depict dead cats being used as things like pencil sharpeners, headphones, trash cans, and so on. To compare, can you imagine if Purdy, proud mother of the 101 Dalmatians
(and underrated candidate for the US $10 bill), had just given up and quit mid-way through labour? From Jason Burke, The 9/11 Wars (2012): For one British security official, the spate of attacks in 2007 and 2008 and the GSPC's alliance with al-Qaeda was the 'dead cat bounce' of Algerian militancy. I could really be missing something here, but the
“cats as random objects” shtick gets old for me after 3 pages. Both the tone and aesthetic of the book are vaguely reminiscent of Gary Larson’s Far Side series, except that Larson was able to pack more cat-related humour into a single frame than Bond could in over a hundred. what?!), the actual meat-and-potatoes is pretty dull. And at least it’s a
finished product. Hello Kitty after her much-publicized conversion to Islam. 1987 "Shrinking Profit Margins Increase Risk of Aerospace Investments," Aviation Week & Space Technology 127, no. From James Hawkins, No Cherubs for Melanie: An Inspector Bliss Mystery (2002): Nursing his hugely swollen leg, Detective Inspector Bliss of the
Metropolitan Police sat in the dark, damp pit waiting for Armageddon and wondering what had happened to his life. They land together, hitting the table flat or on edge, still turning over together in a similar parabolic trajectory, and possibly hitting the table a second time. They take what I call a "dead cat bounce" up just grazing the rubber pyramids
slightly and coming down to rest. And, although Margaret hadn't exactly picked him up, she had certainly given him cause to rebound. To try and bring this all together – and yeah, I know it’s incoherent, but give me a break, this book didn’t have a single word in it – 101 Uses for a Dead Cat is not really any good beyond the novelty of it, but at least it
has some novelty. The term has been extended to similar phenomena, as in The home team has won the last two games, but don't count on more victories; that was a dead cat bounce. I still didn’t like it at all. A few examples: A dead cat being used as a paint-roller. I don’t know. And whether they busy gracing your newspaper with the dullest humor
alive, numbing your mind during a late-night layover in Taipei, or abandoning a successful music career to convert to Islam, cats have proven time and time again their ability to make a massive impact on pop culture. I suppose they would call this a dead-cat bounce, he thought, wondering who "they" might be. Sure, it’s a conversation starter, but
outside of the shallow dance of trying to make guests think you’re interesting, everyone knows you don’t really give a shit about it. Is that even a compliment? The term originated in the 1980s and referred to a suddenly improved price in a stock that lasted only until speculators quickly resold it at a higher price. It was a dead cat bounce. So I respect,
at least, that Bond made the effort to pump out a full one hundred and one cartoons, just like that brave Dalmatian bitch of Disney fame. He would endure. It alludes to throwing a dead cat against a wall, from which it will bounce but remain dead. Or is religion just enjoying a 'dead cat bounce' on the way to oblivion (Hervieu-Leger 2000; Davie 2002)?
(Hervieu-Lé ger 2000; Davie 2002)? So here’s 4. As for the proverb "Even a dead cat will bounce," it appears in Charles Doyle, Wolfgang Mider & Fred Shapiro, The [Yale] Dictionary of Modern Proverbs (2012), but with a first occurrence date of 1987: Even a dead cat will bounce. The silly cat tried to eat a piranha! I really can’t overemphasize how
little there is to this book, and I’ve gone through it front-to-back at least 4 times. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews There are a lot of famous cats in the world; Felix the cat, Garfield the cat, Grumpy cat, Bob the Street Cat, Hello Kitty, Cat Stevens, etc. A couple of extra days in South America wasn't exactly going to poison all the tadpoles in his
drainage ditch. Each of these basic images of the current state of religion inform public policies about the management of religious diversity. Which brings us to my recent assignment, ‘101 More Uses for a Dead Cat,’ by Simon Bond. What kind of story would that have made? Yet it was a huge seller, and even a bit controversial in the 80’s for its
macabre theme. From Frank Scoblete, Get the Edge at Craps (2002): After I release the dice, they travel side-by-side and go through identical motions. You’ll never see kids dressed up as one of the 13 ways kale is great. He had a vision, however odd, and he completed it. During the delivery, it looks as though only one die was thrown along the length
of a mirror, and the second die is just its reflection. He also wondered how his old cat was faring without him[.] From Philip Jolowicz, Walls of Silence: A Novel (2002): "No e-mails to speak of,” Paula declared, as I bounced into my office at around noon. They read as if the author clicked “save & publish,” as soon as their ideas stopped easily flowing,
and so we get articles are as shallow and awkward as my 13-year-old niece. The humor here is more in the idea of the book than the actual content, so while you might find the premise funny or weird (dead cats!? 1985: "Despite the evidence of buying interest yesterday, they said the rise was partly technical and cautioned against concluding that the
recent falls in the market were at an end. Oh shit, that was a different Cat? Dog #8 will have you in tears! No one would give a shit about just 12 dalmatians, just like no one really gives a shit about the 7 or 9 or 13 reasons to eat beets. That resonates with me in a time when our media includes so many short, incoherent lists such as “17 Reasons You
Should be Eating Kale,” “12 Ways Teddy Roosevelt was a Badass,” “9 Reasons Garfield is a Terrible Comic if You Really Just Stop and Think About it,” and so on. "At my age I thought I would have everything sorted," he mused, speculating on the speed his life had free-fallen since Sarah had let go. Would children worldwide have flocked to the
theatres to see a film called “Just 12 Fucking Dogs?” Would my mother have spent hour after painstaking hour sewing me a Halloween costume so I could dress up as one of the “12 Fucking Dogs?” Absolutely not. That’s pretty much it. So it appears that the expression is native to the financial markets, whether it first arose in the form of a simple
metaphor ("dead cat bounce") or a longer proverbial expression ("even a dead cat will bounce"). But then again, maybe you aren’t supposed to read it. I get it, of course: the list format makes for incredibly easy writing – and writing is, after all, probably the world’s laziest sport – but these list(less?) articles that every aunt on Facebook so loves to post
feel weird and incomplete. 'That is what we call a "dead cat bounce,"' one broker said flatly." Clay Naff, About Face: How I Stumbled onto Japan's Social Revolution (1994) treats "dead cat bounce" as a term of art in stock analysis, with a direct tie-in to the proverb: A "dead-cat bounce" is a false recovery in stock prices, brought on by technical buying
after a rapid drop in prices. But as an homage, I’m ending this review with an entire 101 Uses For Shitty Books! Actually, I could only think of like 4. But at the same time, despite the boredom, I am glad Bond went for a full one hundred and one uses for a dead cat rather than cutting things short. That "dead cat" is not a traditional turn of phrase in
U.S. slang (at least) is clear from the lack of any entry for it in J.E. Lighter, The Random House Historical Dictionary of American Slang (1994), which does have entries for "dead dog," "dead duck," "dead fish," "dead horse," "dead pigeon," "dead rabbit," and "dead turkey." The omission of "dead cat [bounce]" suggests not only that there was no
historical resonance in the choice of a bouncing cat, but also that the expression "dead-cat bounce" was not yet widely used in the United States almost ten years after the term first occurred in the [London] Financial Times in the context of stock prices. The bounce was a manifestation of the irrational optimism that I would need to get through the
day. Maybe this is one of those books that’s meant to stay closed – a literary ornament, like the Marilyn Monroe photo essay on your coffee table or the copy of Ulysses collecting dust on your shelf. Instead, like a rooftop pool, this book is a fun idea without a whole lot of depth. Some rebound, he thought, surveying his gloomy circumstances. If she just
packed it in when things got tough at pup number 12? A dead cat being used as a slingshot. The trick, she explained, is to make your money on the fall, not the bounce. #2: Gift them to your coworkers for secret santa! #3: Start a pretentious shitty book blog! #4: Throw critical thought out the window, absorb the book’s narrative and become a piece
of shit racist nutjob bigot! -Admiral Fartmore Origin of the phrase Christine Ammer, The American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms, second edition (2013) has this entry for "dead cat bounce": dead cat bounce A surprisingly quick but short-lived recovery from adversity. These examples confirm Christine Ammer's view (quoted at the start of this answer)
that "the term has been extended [from a specific situation in financial markets] to similar phenomena. From Gary Bouma, "The Emerging Role of Religion in Public Policy in the Asia Pacific," in, Regional Security in the Asia Pacific: 9/11 and After (2004): Is religion one of the core elements differentiating the civilizations of the globe and fuelling their
conflict as predicted by Huntington (1993)? Which was not to say it would be anything beyond an inconvenience, but it had the virtue, at least, of being an out-of-the-ordinary inconvenience, a kind of dead-cat bounce. The comment may have been premature—cats have nine lives after all — but was not entirely unjustified. Some of them are wittier
than others, but overall it’s the same thing page-to-page. There’s no point in reading the entire book, because it’s all there in the first comic. And yeah this complete badass is me. Is religious diversity a threat to the integrity of the postmodern nation-state? Moreover, 101 More Uses for a Dead Cat it isn’t even really funny after first glance. But it’s not
really that macabre, not like, let’s say… actually turning your dead cat into a helicopter. And neither is it all that unsettling, like the brilliant Garfield Minus Garfield series, which takes Garfield comics, erases Garfield, leaves Jon Arbuckle, and thus tells the story of a lonely man’s descent into insanity.
101: Parker has very bad body odor, but Josh won't tell him for fear of his reaction. Meanwhile, Mr. Meaty is getting ready to introduce their new Buffalo Burrito, and Wink hires two actors to be Bucky Buffalo for the big intro, but they are zapped by the Mr. Meaty Security Bot, who is lurking around the mall. Parker volunteers Josh and himself to be
the buffalo, and Josh is forced to get ...
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